
HCL Launch is an enterprise-level continuous delivery solution that helps you achieve automated, consistent 
deployments and rollbacks of applications. HCL Launch integrates with build and test tools to deploy, test, and 
promote new builds with ease. 

Deploy anything, anywhereDeploy anything, anywhere
From Mainframe to Microservices and everything From Mainframe to Microservices and everything 
in-between, HCL Launch is engineered to handle in-between, HCL Launch is engineered to handle 
the most complex deployment situations with push-the most complex deployment situations with push-
button automation and controlled auditing needed button automation and controlled auditing needed 
in regulated and technically diverse enterprises. in regulated and technically diverse enterprises. 

OverviewOverview

HCL Launch makes complex, compliant deployments push-button easy while minimizing resources needed in enterprise 
level continuous delivery infrastructure .

Make work easier and get value faster 

HCL Launch is designed to scale with your organization and its security requirements so there’s never a need to rip and 
replace. 

Grows with your security and workload needs 

HCL Launch establishes the backbone for your entire CI/CD pipeline, integrating build, deployment, middleware, and 
change management to enable automation across any technology stack .

Start with a strong automation foundation 
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Features & CapabilitiesFeatures & Capabilities

Quality gates and approvals 
Use environment quality gates and approval processes to ensure that only the right stuff 
goes out at the right time and to easily identify the who, what, when, where, and how of 
deployment automation, making compliance and audits a breeze. 

Multi-tier application models 
When applications have many components, HCL Launch makes sure components that were 
tested together are released together.

Comprehensive inventory system 
Easily compare environments and track what is where with HCL Launch’s inventory system that 
tracks the desired state of each environment, as well as what has been successfully deployed, 
and provides graphical alerts when an environment is out of compliance with that desired state. 

Drag-and-drop process designer 
Create and visualize large, complex automation processes at a glance, and easily understand 
the conditions for success and failure. Leverage the template functionality to implement best 
practices across teams.

Extensive plugin library 
With more than 250 supported integrations, you can easily connect your current tools to 
HCL Launch and tackle DevOps confidently knowing your past technology investments still 
play an important role. 

Achieve continuous delivery for the enterprise with HCL Launch.    
Learn more at hcltechsw.com/launch.

About HCL Software 
HCL Software is a division of HCL Technologies (HCL) that operates its primary software business. It develops, markets, sells, and supports over 20 product families in the areas 
of DevSecOps, Automation, Digital Solutions, Data Management, Marketing and Commerce, and Mainframes. HCL Software has offices and labs around the world to serve 
thousands of customers. Its mission is to drive ultimate customer success with their IT investments through relentless innovation of its products. For more information, please 
visit www.hcltechsw.com. 
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